
CHAPTER III 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

3.1. PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA OF SAMPLE A 

The name of Sample A is Mulhan Satria or Mulhan. In the following, 

Mulhan named as Child A and his mother is Mother A When the observation was 

conducted, he was 2.0 years old. 

Background of the Recording. There are eight recordings in the observation 

conducted to Child A. The number of the recordings do not influence the result of 

the observation. 

The recordings are conducted in a simple colloquial and naturalistic 

observation. Mother A is always present when the observation was conducted. 

Mother A elicits Child A to answer each question or respond every other person's 

statement addressed to him and I also ask Child A to make conversation during 

the recording. The conversation between Child A and other persons, except 

Mother A and I, is also recorded. 

Some of these recordings are conducted at the same time and some others 

are conducted in different time or day. The whole conversations are recorded in 

the same place, which is in Child A's house. 
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3.1.1. PRESENTATION OF THE DATA OF SAMPLE A 

3.1.1.1. Child A's Language Function 

The utterances produced by Child A are short. Most of the 

utterances made by Child A are in respond to the questions. His ability in 

constructing statements is still limited. The findings in the recording match the 

theory that says that the utterances produced by 2.0 years old child consist of two 

words. This case is proven after all the observation was conducted that most of 

Child A's utterances consist of maximum two words. 

Child A produces a variety of utterances during the observation. 

These kinds of utterances are named language function. Child A's utterances and 

their language functions will be mentioned and clarified in the following tables. 

The clarifications are divided into eight; based on the number of the recording. It 

is necessary to know that all utterances and their language functions are 

appropriate with the situation occurring in each recording. 

J'' recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child A, Mother A and I. 

From this recording, it is known that Child A is able to answer questions and give 

commands. Child A's utterances and their language functions are shown in the 

following table: 
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Table A.LFl. Child A's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child A's Utterances 

gi\ing command 

command 

2nd recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child A, Mother A and I. 

From this recording, it is known that Child A is able to answer questions, give 

permission and give commands. Child A's utterances and their language functions 

are shown in the following table: 

Table A.LF2. Child A's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child A's Utterances Lan ua e Function 
muhang *muhang= mu/hon= nama dari Anak A= Child A's answering question 
name 

ena + nailc ni (Indonesian: rena+naik ini, *rena ada/ah 
saudara sepupu dari Anak A; English: rena+ get into, •rena 
is Child A 's cousin) 

3"" recording 

giving command 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child A, Mother A and I. 

From this recording, it is known that Child A is able to answer questions, give 

prohibition and give commands. Child A's utterances and their language functions 

are shown in the following table: 
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Table A.LFJ. Child A's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child A's Utterances Lan ua e Function 
muhang (Indonesian: mulhan=nama dari Anak A; English: answering question 
mu/han=Chi/d A 's name 

4'h recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child A, Mother A and I. 

From this recording, it is known that Child A is able to answer questions, say 

gratitude, offer, give commands and convey agreement. Child A's utterances and 

their language functions are shown in the following table: 

Table A.LF4. Child A's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child A's Utterances 

5th recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child A, Mother A and I. 

From this recording, it is known that Child A is able to answer questions, give 

permission, give prohibition and convey agreement. Child A's utterances and their 

language functions are shown in the following table: 

Table A.LFS. Child A's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child A's Utterances 

n 

\ \, 
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fih recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child A, Mother A and I. 

From this recording, it is known that Child A is able to answer questions and 

offer. Child A's utterances and their language functions are shown in the 

following table: 

Table A.LF6. Child A's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child A's Utterances 

answerin estion 

1" recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child A, Mother A and I. 

From this recording, it is known that Child A is able to answer questions, give 

commands and offer. Child A's utterances and their language functions are shown 

in the following table: 

Table A.LF7. Child A's Utterances and their Language Function 
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ti' recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child A, Mother A and I. 

From this recording, it is known that Child A is able to give statement, answer 

questions, convey agreement, give prohibition, give commands, convey 

disagreement and offer. Child A's utterances and their language functions are 

shown in the following table: 

Table A.LF8. Child A's Utterances and their Language Function 

giving 

Concerning Child A's utterances and his entire language functions, it can be 

mentioned and clarified that: 

• Requesting is expressed if Child A wants something. 

• Giving command is expressed if Child A wants other persons doing 

something. 

• Child A is not yet able to ask questions. 

• Offering is expressed if Child A wants other persons to have something he 

owns. 

• Giving permission is expressed if Child A permits other persons to borrow 

something he owns. 
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• Prohibiting is expressed if Child A prohibits other persons to borrow 

something he owns. 

• Saying gratitude is expressed if Child A receives something from other 

persons. 

• Answering question is expressed if Child A has to answer of a question 

addressed to him. 

• Giving statement is expressed if Child A wishes to give information about 

something he knows or owns. 

• Co11veying agreement is expressed if Child A agrees with what his interlocutor 

has said. 

• Conveying disagreement is expressed if Child A disagrees with what his 

interlocutor has said. 

3.1.1.2. Child A's Utterance Form 

In the observation, Child A knows how to provide utterances, 

which are relevant to the utterance form. The following presentation clarifies the 

utterance form of Child A's utterances, which are related to impossitive, 

commisive, expressive, and assertive. 

lmpossitive. I notice that Child A is able to produce impossitive 

utterances. Based on the result of the observation, I find that Child A produces the 
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utterances which are included within impossitive utterance form as shown on the 

table below. 

Table A.UFJ. Child A's lmpossitive Utterance Form 

Utterance 

nailc obi+nailc obi 
ni+ni+naik 

Language 
Function 
command 
command 
command 
command 

Utterance 

D 

cucu+cucu 
kak+kak 
ambi+ambi 

• From the table, it can be shown that Child A's impossitive utterance form 

consist of giving commands and prohibiting. 

• Child A gives commands when he really intends other persons to do 

something. 

• Child A gives prohibition when he does not permit other persons to borrow 

something from him. These following conversations are Child A's impossitive 

utterances in prohibiting: 

a. I (researcher) 
Child A 

b. I (researcher) 
Child A 

c. I (researcher) 
Child A 

d. I (researcher) 
Child A 

e. Mother A 
Child A 

Commisive. 

: mbak erta boleh pinjam bajunya mulhan? 
: nggak (shaking his head) 
: kalau pistolnya boleh dipinjam? 
: nggak 
: topinya mulhan boleh dipinjam? 
: nggak 
: o boleh + bolanya dibawa pulang sama mhak boleh? 
: nggak 
: bolanya dipinjam dik reno boleh nggak? 
:nggak 

I notice during the observation that Child A is able to 

produce commisive utterances. Based on the result of the observation, I find that 
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Child A produces the utterances which are included within commisive utterance 

form as shown on the table below. 

Table A.UF2. Child A's Commisive Utterance Form 

Utterance Language Utterance Language 
Function Function 

iya Jtivin2 oermission maem+maem offering 
ni offerine 

• From the table, it is known that Child A's commisive utterance form consists 

of giving permission and offering. 

• Child A gives permission when he does permit other persons to borrow 

something from him. The following conversations are the examples of Child 

A's commisive utterances in giving permission: 

a. Mother A 
Child A 

b. I (researcher) 
Child A 
Mother A 

Child A 
c. I (researcher) 

Child A 
d. I (researcher) 

Child A 

: ilo lho ditanya mbak + boleh nggak mbak main sama mulhan? 
: iya (nodding his head) 
: mbak boleh nggak pinjam sepedanya mulhan? 
: (nodding his head) 
: boleh maksudnya + iya dik mbak erta ho/eh pinjam sepedanya 
mulhan? 
: iya (nodding his head) 
: mbak boleh pinjam handphonenya? 
: iya 
: mbak boleh nggak pinjam bolanya mulhan? 
: iya 

• Child A offers something when he actually intends to offer something to other 

persons. In this part, Mother A elicits Child A to produce this language 

function. Sometimes, Child A has already been able to offer something 

spontaneously without elicitation. These following conversations are Child 

A's commisive utterances with and without elicitation: 
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a. Mother A 
Child A 

b. Mother A 

Child A 

: permennya mulhan mana? + mbak diberi permennya 
: (taking candies) + ni (giving candies to I) 
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: dik rena nggak diberi nyam-nyam dik? + itu dik rena juga 
diberi nyam-nyam + itu dik rena ditanya + dik rena mau nyam
nyam? 
: ni (giving and offering nyam-nyam to his cousin rena) 

Without elicitation 

a. Mother A 

Child A 
b. I (researcher) 

Child A 

c. Mother A 
Child A 
Mother A 

Expressive. 

: kalau sudah diberi donat seneng dia + kesukaannya donat 
memang (addressed to I) 
: ni (giving donat to I) 
: nyam-nyamnya dibuka? 
: iya (nodding his head)+ ni (giving and offering nyam-nyam 
to I) 

: nggak boleh? + terus apa yang boleh dipinjam? 
: (taking candies and offering to his cousin rena) ni 
: kalau pennen itu dirnakan + itu diberi ke dik rena bukan 
dipinjam 

I notice that Child A is able to produce expressive 

utterances. Based on the result of the observation. I find that Child A produces the 

utterances which are included within expressive utterance form as shown on the 

table below. 

Table A.UFJ. Child A's Expressive Utterance Form 

Utterance l . . Language Function 
saying graUtude 

• From the table, it is known that Child A's expressive utterance form consists 

only of saying gratitude. 

• Child A says gratitude when he receives something from other persons. The 

recording proves that in producing this expressive utterance, Child A is still 
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completely dependent on elicitation from Mother A. The following 

conversation is Child A's expressive utterance with elicitation: 

With elicitation 

Mother A : kalau diberi kue sama mbak adik bilang apa? + terima kasih mbak + 
bilang gimana? 

Child A : acih (nodding his head) 

Assertive. I notice that Child A is able to produce assertive utterances. 

Based on the result of the observation, I find that Child A produces the utterances 

which are included within assertive utterance form as shown on the table below. 

Utterance 

obi 

Table A.UF4. Child A's Assertive Utterance Form 

Language 
Function 

ena 

Utterance Language 
Function 

answerin 
a·ah n answerin 
iya answering question helek+helek conveying 

disa eement 
muhang answering question nggak+nggak 

oak ana+ana 
ni+ni 

oailc 

• From the table, it is known that Child A's assertive utterance forms consist of 

answering questions, conveying agreement, conveying disagreement, and 

giving statement. 

• The recording proves that the number in answering question is quite large. 

The entirety Child A's answers depend on his interlocutor's questions. This 

case only proves that Child A is able in answering question. 
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• Child A conveys agreement when he does agree with what his interlocutor has 

said. Here are the examples of Child A's utterances in conveying agreement: 

a. I (researcher) 
Child A 

b. I (researcher) 
Child A 

c. Mother A 
Child A 

d. Mother A 

Child A 

: mbak tadi sudah maem donat + adik aja yang maem donat ya 
: iya (nodding his head) 
: ikannya mulhan bagus-bagus ya 
: iya 
: terus gimana? + pistolnya mulhan bagus? 
: iya 
: makanya kalau bagus pistolnya jangan dibanling + rusak nanli 
ya 
: iya 

• Child A conveys disagreement when he does not agree with what his 

interlocutor has said. Here are the conversations of Child A's utterances in 

conveying disagreement: 

a. Mother A 
Child A 

b. Mother A 
Child A 

: itu lho main sama mbak + dik pistolnya bagus kok dibanling 
: helek + helek 
: lho jelek + pistolnya mulhan jelek ya? 
: nggak + nggak 

• In giving statement, Child A still has a limited capability. But in the result of 

the recordings, there is one utterance indicating that Child A seems to be to 

give statement; that is the utterance /ni +nil. 

3.1.2. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA OF SAMPLE A 

3.1.2.1. The Politeness Princ:iple 

Child A's utterances seem quite advanced when the observation is 

conducted. His utterances have many functions, meanings, and forms. The 

following analysis concerns to Child A's politeness principle dealing with tact 
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maxim, generosity maxim, approbation maxim, modesty maxim, agreement 

maxim, and sympathy maxim. 

Tact Maxim. Tact is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in impossitive and 

commisive form. The theory of Tact Maxim states that people tend to minimize 

cost to other or maximizes benefit to other. This theory emphasizes on other 

(other persons). Based on the result of the observation, I find that the impossitive 

and commisive utterances exist in the conversation of Child A. 

Next arethe examples of Child A's impossitive utterances: 

1. kak + kak (Indonesian: buka; English: peel it) 

2. ambi + ambi (Indonesian: ambi/+ambil; English: take it) 

• In conversation (1), Child A gives command to I (researcher) to peel nyam-nyam (a 

kind of snack) 

• In conversation (2), Child A gives command Mother A to get him a ball. 

From both utterances, it can be seen that Child A expects other persons to do 

something for his own benefit or incur cost to other persons. This fact shows that 

Child A is not able to minimize cost to other or maximize benefit to other, which 

is expected in Tact Maxim. So, it means that Child A is devoid of tact. 

Different from those impossitive utterances above, Child A's commisive 

utterances are not included within Tact Maxim, because his commisive utterances 

emphasize on self (Child A himself) to do the action. Whereas, Tact Maxim's 

theory emphasizes on other (other persons) to do the action. 
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Generosity Maxim. Generosity is a kind of maxim. which is uttered in 

impossitive and commisive form. The theory of Generosity Maxim states that 

people tend to minimize benefit to self or maximize cost to self. This theory 

emphasizes on self (Child A himself). Based on the result of the observation, I 

find that the impossitive and commisive utterances exist in the conversation of 

Child A. 

Next are the examples of Child A's commisive utterances: 

I. ni (Indonesian: ini; English: take it) 

2. Mother A : dik rena nggak diberi nyam-nyam dik? + itu dik rena juga diberi nyam

nyam + itu dik rena ditanya + dik rena mau nyam-nyam? 

Child A : ni (giving and offering nyam-nyam to his cousin rena) 

• In conversation (1), Child A offers nyam-nyam (a kind of snack) to I (researcher). 

• In conversation (2), Child A offers nyam-nyam (a kind of snack) to his cousin, rena. 

In offering something to other persons, Child A has already been able to produce 

it by himself but sometimes-Mother A still elicits him to make it. The given 

utterances indicate that Child A offers something to I (other persons). This fact 

shows that Child A is able to minimize benefit to self or maximize cost to self, 

which is expected in Generosity Maxim. So, it means that Child A is generous. 

Different from those commisive utterances above, Child A's impossitive 

utterances are not included within Generosity Maxim, because his impossitive 

utterances emphasize on other (other persons) to do the action. Whereas, 

Generosity Maxim's theory emphasizes on self (Child A himself) to do the action. 
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Approbation Maxim. Approbation is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in 

expressive and assertive form. The theory of Approbation Maxim states that 

people tend to minimize dispraise of other or maximize praise of other. This 

theory emphasizes on other (other persons). Based on the result of the 

observation, I find that the expressive and assertive utterances exist in the 

conversation of Child A. 

Next is the example of Child A's expressive utterance: 

l. I (researcher) 
Child A 
Mother A 
Child A 
Mother A 

Child A 

: dik ini mbak punya donat + ini dimakan donatnya 
: (eating donut) 
: enak dik donatnya? 
: nak (nodding his head) 
: kalau diberi kue sama mbak adik bilang apa? + terima kasih 
mbak + bilang gimana? 
: acih (nodding his head) 

• In conversation (I), Mother A elicits Child A to say gratitude when I (researcher) 

gave him donut (a kind of a cake). 

The above conversation shows that in producing expressive utterance, Mother A 

elicits Child A to produce it. Concerning this fact, Child A is not able to produce 

expressive utterance by himself Child A still needs elicitation in producing 

expressive utterance; perhaps he has known yet when to use the expressive 

utterance. 

That expressive utterance indicates a gratitude feeling of Child A 

addressed to I (other persons). This fact indicates that Child A is able to minimize 

dispraise of other or maximize praise of other, which is expected in Approbation 

Maxim. So, it means that truthfully Child A is able in approbation when he 
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receives something from other persons although he still needs elicitation from 

Mother A (his mother). 

The findings in the recording show that there are no Child A's assertive 

utterances included in Approbation Maxim. So, in Approbation Maxim only Child 

A's expressive utterances exist. 

Modesty Maxim. Modesty is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in 

expressive and assertive utterance form. The theory of Modesty Maxim states that 

people tend to minimize praise of self or maximize dispraise of self. This theory 

emphasizes on self (Child A himself). Based on the result of the observation, I 

find that the expressive and assertive utterances exist in the conversation of Child 

A. 

The findings in the recording show that Child A does not produce 

utterances which are expressed to minimize praise of self or maximize dispraise of 

self. It means that Child A's expressive and assertive utterances are not included 

in Modesty Maxim. 

Agreement Maxim. Agreement is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in 

assertive form. The theory of Agreement Maxim states that people tend to 

minimize disagreement between self and other or maximize agreement betw n 

the conversation of Child A. 
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From the findings of the data, Child A's assertive utterances, which are 

included in Agreement Maxim are to convey agreement. For the detailed 

clarification, let us notice the following conversations: 

I. I (researcher): mbak tadi sudah maem donat + adik aja yang maem donat ya 
Child A : iya (nodding bis bead) 

2. Mother A : makanya kalau bagus pistolnya jangan dibanting + n'sak nanti ya 
Child A : iya 

• In conversation (1), Child A agrees with I (researcher) by uttering /iya/ when I said 

/mbak tadi sudah maem donat + adik aja yang maem donat ya/. 

• In conversation (2), Child A agrees with I (researcher) by uttering /iya/ when Mother 

A said /makanya kalau bagus pistolnya jangan dibanting + rusak nanti ya1. 

Those examples above show that Child A agrees with what his interlocutors have 

said. In this fact, Child A's utterances in conveying agreement match the theory of 

Agreement Maxim. In accordance with the theory, when Child A conveys 

agreement, it means that he is already able to minimize disagreement between he 

himself and other persons or maximize agreement between he himself and other 

persons. 

Sympathy Maxim. Sympathy is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in 

assertive utterance form. The theory of Sympathy Maxim states that people tend 

to minimize antipathy between self and other or maximize sympathy between self 

and other. 

Based on the result of the observation, I find that assertive exists in the 

conversation of Child A But there are no Child A's assertive utterances proving 
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that he is able in minimizing antipathy between self and other or maximizing 

sympathy between self and other. During the observation, I do not find any Child 

A's congratulations or condolences to express his sympathy. This fact match 

Hurlock's explanation that says that young children are incapable of sympathetic 

behavior until they are in situations similar to those of a person in distress. 
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3.2. PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA OF SAMPLE B 

The name of Sample B is Ade Endy Arlansyah or Ade. In the following, 

Ade named as Child B and his mother is Mother B. When the observation was 

conducted, he was 2.5 years old. 

Background of the Recording. There are eight recordings in the 

observation conducted to Child B. The number of the recordings do not influence 

the result of the observation. 

The recordings are conducted m a simple colloquial and naturalistic 

observation. Mother B is always present when the observation was conducted. 

Mother B elicits Child B to answer each question or respond every other person's 

statement addressed to him and I also ask Child B to make conversation during 

the recording. The conversation between Child B and other persons, except 

Mother B and I, is also recorded. 

Some of these recordings are conducted at the same time and some others 

are conducted in different time or day. The whole conversations are recorded in 

the same place, which is in Child B's house. 

3.2.1. PRESENTATION OF THE DATA OF SAMPLE B 

3.2.1.1. Child B's Language Function 

The utterances, which are produced by Child B, are longer than 

Child A's does. His ability in producing utterances seems being visible. In the 
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conversation, his utterances begin having the expression of giving statement 

besides answering question. In producing utterances, Child B sometimes seems to 

be able to make them in three words. This fact suits to the theory that says that 2. 5 

years old child begins to be able in producing utterances of three and more words. 

During the observation, Child B produces many kinds of 

utterances. The kinds of utterances named as language function. Regarding Child 

B's utterances and their language function will be mentioned and clarified in the 

following tables. The clarifications are divided into eight based on the number of 

the recording. It is necessary to know that the entire utterances and their language 

functions are appropriate with the situation occurred in each recording. 

111 recordin~ 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child B, Mother B and I. From 

this recording, it is known that Child B is able to request something, say gratitude, 

offer and answer questions. Child B's utterances and their language functions are 

shown in the following table: 

Table B.LFl. Child B's Utterances and their Language Function 

bak + ade minta donat (Indonesian: mbak+ade min/a donut; 
En lish: mbak+ · e me the donut) 
ma acih + mau donat'l (Indonesian: terima kasih+mau sa}ing gratitude. offering 
donat?; English: thank you+wou/d you like lo take the 
donut?) 
enak (En lish: de/idous) answerin estion 
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J!'a recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child B, Mother B and I. From 

this recording, it is known that Child B is able to request, offer, give commands, 

give statement and answer questions. Child B's utterances and their language 

functions are shown in the following table: 

Table B.LF2. Child B's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child B's Utterances LalH!ua2e Function 
ma jeluk ma + ma jeluk (Indonesian: ma jeruk; English: requesting 
mommv. Rive me lhe oramze fruit) 
mbak jeluk (Indonesian: mbak jeruk; English: sister, would offering 
you like lo take the oranf!.e fruit?) 
ma bukajeluk (Indonesian: ma buknjeruk; English: mommy, giving command 
ooen the oranJ!e fruil) 
jeluknya kecut + hii kecut (Indonesian: jeruknya kecul; giving statement 
En!llish: the oran!le fruit is sour) 
ma cuci tanean (Enfl/ish: mommv, wash mv hand) requesting 
antein ma antein (Indonesian: ma anterin; English: mommy, giving command 
lake me) 
dah + becih (Indonesian: sudah+bersih; English: yes, I answering question. giving 
have+ it is clean) statement 
dah + ni bau (Indonesian: sudah+ini bau; English: yes, I answering question. giving 
have+ smell ii) command 

3rd recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child B, Mother B and I. From 

this recording, it is known that Child B is able to give statement, convey 

disagreement, convey agreement and answer questions. Child B's utterances and 

their language functions are shown in the following table: 

Table B.LF3. Child B's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child B's Utterances Lan ua e Function 
topiku balu (Indonesian: lopiku baru: English: this is my new giving statement 
hat) 

lish: here it is 
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nggak mau + ini topiku (English: no, you may not+this is my prohibiting. giving statement 
hat) 
iya boeh + nggak boeh lama (Indonesian: iya bo/eh+nggak giving permission. giving 
boleh lama: English: ves, vou mav+do not take it too Ion!!) statement 
nl!2ak fEnlllish: no, vou mav not) prohibitine. 
naik cepeda (Indonesian: naik sepeda; English: ride the answering question 
bicvcle) 
iva fEnRlish: ves) answering auestion 
cana Ondonesian: sana; Emzlish: over there) answering auestion 
tepe (Indonesian: Piasa Tunjungan; English: Tunjungan answering question 
Plaza) •teoe= TunjunRan Plaza= a plaza in Surabava 

4'h recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child B, Mother B and I. From 

this recording, it is known that Child B is able to give statement, give commands, 

answer questions, request and convey disagreement. Child B's utterances and 

their language functions are shown in the following table: 

Table B.LF4. Child B's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child B's Utterances Lan2ua2e Function 
aku punya gambal obot (Indonesian: aku punya gambar giving statement 
robot; En1z/ish: I have a robot oicture) 
ini + liat liat (Indonesian: ini+lihat lihat: English: here it gi\ing statement, giving 
is•take a look) command 
nggak + aku bica gambaJ + gambal i.kan awana (Indonesian: answering question, giving 
nggak+aku bisa gambar+gambar ikan arwana; English: statement 
no+ I can draw+/ can draw arwana fish) 
ma pidolku mana? (Indonesian: ma spidolku mana?; English: requesting 
mommv, where is mv felt-lio marker?) 
nl!2ak fEnrzlish: no) answering auestion 
neeak (En1z/ish: no) convevine. disa21'eement 

5th recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child B, Mother B and I. From 

this recording, it is known that Child B is able to answer questions, give 
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statement, give prohibition and give permission. Child B's utterances and their 

language functions are shown in the following table: 

Table B.LFS. Child B's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child B's Utterances Lan ua e Function 
answering question. giving 
statement 
answering question. giving 
statement 

answering question 

answering question. giving 
statement 
answerin estion 

ffh recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child B, Mother B and I. From 

this recording, it is known that Child B is able to give statement, answer 

questions, convey agreement and convey disagreement. Child B's utterances and 

their language functions are shown in the following table: 

Table B.LF6. Child B's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child B's Utterances Lan ua e Function 
giving statement 
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'J'h recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child B, Mother B and I. From 

this recording, it is known that Child B is able to request, convey disagreement, 

offer, answer questions and give statement. Child B's utterances and their 

language functions are shown in the following table: 

Table B.LF7. Child B's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child B's Utterances Laneuaee Function 
ma mau et (Indonesian: ma mau es,· English: mommy, I want requesting 
ice) 
nggak mau +ma mau et (Indonesian: nggak mau+ma mau es: conveying disagreement, 
Em!lish: no+ l want ice) reouesting 
mau et kim? (Indonesian: mau es krim?; English: you want offering 
ice cream?) 
iya enak + dingin (English: it is delicious+it is cool) answering question. giving 

statement 
iya (English: yes) answering question 

8'h recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child B, Mother Band I. From 

this recording, it is known that Child B is able to answer questions, say gratitude, 

give commands, convey disagreement, request and give statement. Child B's 

utterances and their language functions are shown in the following table: 

Table B.LF8. Child B's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child B's Utterances 

ma acih + ma ambi cucu (Indonesian: terima kasih+ma ambil 
susu: En fish: thank vou+mo et me the milk) 
nggak mau + cama cucu (Indonesian: nggak mau+sama susu: 
En lish: no+with milk) 

answerin 
saying 
command 

e Function 

gi\ing 

disagreement, 
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Concerning Child B's utterances and his entire language functions, it can be 

mentioned and clarified that: 

• Requesting is expressed if Child B wants something. 

• Giving command is expressed if Child B wants other persons doing 

something. 

• Asking question is expressed if Child B needs an answer or information about 

something that he does not know. 

• Offering is expressed if Child B wants other persons to have something he 

owns. 

• Giving permission is expressed if Child B permits other persons to borrow 

something he owns. 

• Prohibiting is expressed if Child B prohibits other persons to borrow 

something he owns. 

• Saying gratitude is expressed if Child B receives something from other 

persons. 

• Answering question expressed if Child B has to answer of a question 

addressed to him. 

• Giving statement expressed if Child B wishes to give information about 

something he knows or owns. 

• Conveying agreement expressed if Child B agrees with what his interlocutor 

has said. 
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• Conveying disagreement expressed if Child B disagrees with what his 

interlocutor has said. 

3.2.1.2. Child B's Utterance Form 

Child B knows how to provide utterances, which are relevant to the 

utterance form. The following presentation clarifies the utterance form of Child 

B's utterances, which are related to impossitive, commisive, expressive, and 

assertive. 

Impossitive. I notice that Child B is able to produce impossitive 

utterances. Based on the result of the observation, I find that Child B produces the 

utterances, which are included within impossitive utterance form as shown on the 

table below. 

Table B.UFI. Child B's lmpossitive Utterance Form 

Utterance 

donatnya mana ma? 

bak eta minta donat 
ma jeluk ma + 
'eluk 

antein+ma antein 
nibau 

Language 
Function 

requesting 

Utterance Language 
Function 

ini prohibiting 

ma idolku mana? 
mamauet 
maambicucu 
macamacucu 

• From the table, it is known that Child B's impossitive utterance fo~~ists 
,/' ~ 

of requesting, giving commands, and prohibiting. ·,>/ :~~//; _~, 
'../ ./. '· ...... /-

' ,<' 
. -. ,I 

', ·'· / 
. :~ , ,/ 

·, ,j. ,' . / 
'. ) ' / 
'-,. ' .· . / 
,~'·. / .';· .•.· / ' r ·' . , / 

\• '~· ,• .. , 

\." ,~/ 
',Y 
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• Child B requests to other persons if he wants something. 

• Child B gives commands when he really intends other persons to do 

something. 

• Child B gives prohibition when he does not permit other persons to borrow 

something from him. The following conversation is one of the examples of 

Child B,s impossitive utterances in prohibiting: 

a. I (researcher) 
ChildB 

b. MotherB 
Child B 

c. I (researcher) 
ChildB 

d. I (researcher) 
Child B 

: mbak erta pinjam topinya bo/eh? 
: nggak mau + ini topiku 
: kalau mama yang pinjam boleh lama? 
: nggak 
: pistolnya boleh nggak dipinjam mbak erta? 
: nggak 
: kalau mobilnya ade bo/eh dipinjam? 
:nggak 

Sometimes, in prohibiting, Child B uses the reason why he prohibits other 

persons to borrow something from him as in the conversation (a). 

Commisive. I notice during the observation that Child B is able to 

produce commisive utterances. Based on the result of the observation, I find that 

Child B produces the utterances, which are included within commisive utterance 

form as shown on the table below. 

Table B.UF2. Child B's Commisive Utterance Form 

Utterance Language Utterance Language 
Function Function 

maudonat? offerin2 boeh 2i,ving oennission 
mbakjeluk offering iva ltivilll! nermission 
iya boeh+nggak boeh giving pennission mau et k:iJn? offering 
lama 
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• From the table, it is known that Child B's commisive utterance form consists 

of offering and giving permission. 

• Child B offers something when he really intends to offer something to other 

persons. In this part, Mother B elicits Child B to produce this language 

function. But sometimes, Child B is able to offer something spontaneously 

without elicitation. These following conversations are the examples of Child 

B's commisive utterances with and without elicitation: 

With elicitation 

a. MotherB 
Child B 

b. Mother B 

ChildB 

: itu di atas meja + diambil sendiri + mbak erta juga diambilkan 
: mbak jeluk (offering to I) 
: ya sudah (then, Mother B calls the Walls ice cream)+ ade sini 
(Mother B calls Child B) + pilih yang mana? + o iya mbak erta 
ditawari dik + mbak erta mau es krim gitu dik 
: mau etkim? 

Without elicitation 

a. MotherB 
Child B 

: terima kasih mbak gitu no kalau diberi sama mbak 
: ma acih + mau donat? 

• Child B gives permission when he does permit other persons to borrow 

something from him. These following conversations are Child B's commisive 

utterances in giving permission: 

a. Mother B 
ChildB 

b. I (researcher) 

ChildB 
c. I (researcher) 

ChildB 

: /ho kok diam + boleh nggak topinya dipinjam? 
: iya boeh + nggak boeh lama 
: handphonenya? + ini ade handphonenya punya duo+ mbak 
erta boleh pinjam satu? 
: boeh 
: spidolnya dipinjam ya? + mbak erta mau gambar ikan arwana 
: iya 
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Expressive. I notice that Child B is able to produce expressive 

utterances. Based on the result of the observation, I find that Child B produces the 

utterances, which are included within expressive utterance fonn as shown on the 

table below. 

Table B.UF3. Child B's Expressive Utterance Form 

Utterance I . . Language Function 
saving grabtude 

• From the table, it is known that Child B's expressive utterance fonn consists 

only of saying gratitude. 

• Child B says gratitude when he receives something from other persons. The 

recording proves that in producing this expressive utterance, Child B still 

completely needs elicitation from Mother B. The following conversations are 

the examples of Child B's expressive utterances with elicitation: 

With elicitation 

a. I (researcher) 
MotherB 
Child B 

b. I (researcher) 
Child B 
Mother B 

Child B 

Assertive. 

: o iya ini donatnya + ini donatnya memang buat ade semua 
: terima kasih mbak gitu no kalau diberi sama mbak 
: ma acih + mau donat? 
: ade + ini mbak erta bawa oreo + ade mau oreo? 
: iya 
: wah Iha ini kesukaannya ade + iya dik? + bi/ang terima kasih 
no ke mbak erta 
: ma acih +ma ambi cucu 

I notice that Child B is able to produce assertive utterances. 

Based on the result of the observation, I find that Child B produces the utterances, 

which are included within assertive utterance fonn as shown on the table below. 
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Table 8.UF4. Child B's Assertive Utterance Form 

Utterance Language Utterance Language 
Function Function 

enak answering question aku bi ca gambal+ gning statement 
eambal ikan awana 

jeluknya kecut+hii giving statement ade answering question 
kecut 
dah+becih answerine. auestion vane. beli nam e.ivine. statement 
topi.ku balu e.ivine. statement aku juea i.kut giving statement 
ini answering question aku ptmya gambal+ di giving statement 

tomnute 
iya conveying agreement badut+mobil+ julacik answering question 

oak 
naikceoeda answering auestion aku diajalin moa giving statement 
iva answerine. auestion aku naik teleta aoi e.ivine. statement 
cana answeringauestion mama+oaoa answering auestion 
tepe answering question nggakmau conveying 

disagreement 
aku punya gambal giving statement iya enak+dingin answering question 
obot 
nggak answering question enak answering question 

• From the table, it is known that Child B's assertive utterance form consists of 

answering questions, giving statement, conveying agreement, and conveying 

disagreement. 

• The entirety Child B's answers depend on his interlocutor's questions. This 

case only proves that Child B is able to answer question. 

• Child B gives statement if he wants to show something, tell something, or 

even show his ability. Considering this fact, Child B seems to be able in 

giving statement. 

• Child B conveys agreement when he does agree with his interlocutor has said. 

Here are the conversations of Child B's utterances in conveying agreement: 

a. I (researcher) 
Child B 

: bagusnya topinya ade + itu ada gambar kelinci 
: iya 
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Child B 

: enak ya dik naik kereta api 
: iya 
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• Child B conveys disagreement when he does not agree with his interlocutor 

has said. Here are the conversations of Child B's utterances in conveying 

disagreement: 

a. Mother B 
ChildB 

b. I (researcher) 
Child B 

c. Mother B 

Child B 
d. Mother B 

Child B 

: ade khan bisa nyanyi naik kereta api + ayo ade naik kereta api 
: nggakmau 
: iya dik mbak erta mau dengar ade nyanyi 
: nggakmau 
: nanti ka/au sudah sekolah ten1s disuruh bu guru nyanyi kalau 
ade nggak mau nyanyi ni/ainya je/ek nanti 
: nggak mau (shaking his head) 
: dimakan nggak pakai susu khan enak itu 
: nggak mau + cama cucu 

3.2.2. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA OF SAMPLE B 

3.2.2.1. The Politeness Principle 

Child B's utterances seem quite advanced when the observation is 

conducted. His utterances have many functions, meanings, and forms. The 

following analysis concerns to Child B's politeness principle dealing with tact 

maxim, generosity maxim, approbation maxim, modesty maxim, agreement 

maxim, and sympathy maxim. 

Tact Maxim. Tact is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in impossitive and 

commisive form. The theory of Tact Maxim states that people tend to minimize 

cost to other or maximizes benefit to other. This theory emphasizes on other 
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(other persons). Based on the result of the observation, I find that impossitive and 

commisive utterances exist in the conversation of Child B. 

Next are the examples of Child B's impossitive utterances: 

l. ma buka jeluk (Indonesian: ma buka jeruk; English: mommy, open the orange fruit) 

2. ma ambi cucu (Indonesian: ma ambil susu; English: mommy, gel me the milk) 

• In conversation (1), Child B gives command Mother B to peel the orange fruits. 

• In conversation (2), Child B gives command Mother B to get him a glass of milk. 

From both utterances, it can be seen that Child B expects other persons to do 

something for his own benefit or incur cost to other persons. This fact shows that 

Child Bis not able to minimize cost to other or maximize benefit to other, which 

is expected in Tact Maxim. So, it means that Child Bis devoid of tact. 

Different from those impossitive utterances above, Child B's commisive 

utterances are not included within Tact Maxim, because his commisive utterances 

emphasize on self (Child B himself) to do the action. Whereas, Tact Maxim's 

theory emphasizes on other (other persons) to do the action. 

Generosity Maxim. Generosity is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in 

impossitive and commisive utterance form. The theory of Generosity Maxim 

states that people tend to minimize benefit to self or maximize cost to self. This 

theory emphasizes on self (Child B himself). Based on the result of the 

observation, I find that impossitive and commisive utterances exist in the 

conversation of Child B. 

Next are the examples of Child B's commisive utterances: 
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1. mau donat? 

2. Mother B : ya sudah (then, Mother B calls the Walls ice cream) + ade sini (Mother 
B calls Child B) + pilih yang mana? + o iya mbak erta ditawari dik + 
mbak erta mau es krim gitu dik 

Child B : mau et kim? 

• Jn conversation (1), Child B offers donut (a kind of cake) to I (researcher). 

• Jn conversation (2), Child B offers ice cream to I (researcher). 

In offering something to other persons, Child B is able to produce it by himself 

but sometimes-Mother B still elicits him to make it. The given utterances indicate 

that Child B offers something to I (other persons). This fact shows that Child Bis 

able to minimize benefit to self or maximize cost to self, which is expected in 

Generosity Maxim. So, it means that Child B is generous. 

Different from those commisive utterances above, Child B's impossitive 

utterances are not included within Generosity Maxim, because his impossitive 

utterances emphasize on other (other persons) to do the action. Whereas, 

Generosity Maxim's theory emphasizes on self (Child B himself) to do the action. 

Approbation Maxim. Approbation is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in 

expressive and assertive form. The theory of Approbation Maxim states that 

people tend to minimize dispraise of other or maximize praise of other. This 

theory emphasizes on other (other persons). Based on the result of the 

observation, I find that expressive and assertive utterances . exist in the 

conversation of Child B. 

Next are the examples of Child B's expressive utterances: 

1. I (researcher) : o iya ini donatnya + ini donatnya memang buat ade semua 
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ChildB 

: terima kasih mbak gitu no ka/au diberi sama mbak 
: ma acih + mau donat? 

2. I (researcher): ade + ini mbak erta bawa oreo + ade mau oreo? 
CbildB : iya 
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Mother B : wah Iha ini kesukaannya ade + iya dik? + bi/ang terima kasih no ke 
mbakerta 

Child B : ma acih +ma ambi cucu 

• In conversation (l), Mother B elicits Child B to say gratitude when I (researcher) 

gave him donut (a kind of a cake). 

• In conversation (2), Mother B elicits Child B to say gratitude when I (researcher) 

gave him oreo (a kind of biscuit). 

The above conversations show that in producing expressive utterance, Mother B 

elicits Child B to produce it. Concerning this fact, Child B is not able to produce 

expressive utterance by himself Child B still needs elicitation in producing 

expressive utterance; maybe he has not known yet when to use the expressive 

utterance. 

That expressive utterance indicates a gratitude feeling of Child B 

addressed to I (other persons). This fact indicates that Child B is able to minimize 

dispraise of other or maximize praise of other, which is expected in Approbation 

Maxim. So, it means that truthfully Child B is able in approbation when he 

receives something from other persons although he still needs elicitation from 

Mother B (his mother). 

The findings in the recording show that there are no Child B's assertive 

utterances included in Approbation Maxim. So, in Approbation Maxim only Child 

B's expressive utterances exist. 
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Modesty Maxim. Modesty is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in 

expressive and assertive form. The theory of Modesty Maxim states that people 

tend to minimize praise of self or maximize dispraise of self. This theory 

emphasizes on self (Child B himself). Based on the result of the observation, I 

find that expressive and assertive utterances exist in the conversation of Child B. 

The findings in the recording show that Child B does not produce 

utterances, which are expressed to minimize praise of self or maximize dispraise 

of self. It means that Child B's expressive and assertive utterances are not 

included in Modesty Maxim. 

Agreement Maxim. Agreement is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in 

assertive form. The theory of Agreement Maxim states that people tend to 

minimize disagreement between self and other or maximize agreement between 

self and other. Based on the result of the observation, I find that assertive 

utterance exists in the conversation of Child B. 

From the findings of the data, Child B's assertive utterances, which 

included in Agreement Maxim are conveying agreement. For the detail 

clarification, let us notice the following conversations: 

I. I (researcher): hagusnya topinya ade + itu ada gamhar ke/inci 
ChildB : iya 

2. I (researcher) : enak ya dik naik kereta api 
Child B : iya 

• In conversation ( 1), Child B agrees with I (researcher) by uttering /iya/ when I said 

/bagusnya topinya ade + itu ada gambar kelincil. 
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• Jn conversation (2). Child B agrees with I (researcher) by uttering /iya/ when I said 

/enak ya dik naik kereta apil. 

Those examples above show that Child B agrees with what his interlocutor has 

said. In this fact, Child B • s utterances in conveying agreement suit to the theory of 

Agreement Maxim. In accordance with the theory, if Child B conveys agreement, 

it means that he is able to minimize disagreement between he himself and other 

persons or maximize agreement between he himself and other persons. 

Sympathy Maxim. Sympathy is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in 

assertive form. The theory of Sympathy Maxim says to minimize antipathy 

between self and other or maximize sympathy between self and other. 

Based on the result of the observation, I find that assertive utterance exists 

in the conversation of Child B. But there are no Child B's assertive utterances 

proving that he is able in minimizing antipathy between self and other or 

maximizing sympathy between self and other. During the observation, I do not 

find any Child B's congratulations or condolences to express his sympathy. This 

fact suits to Hurlock's explanation that says that young children are incapable of 

sympathetic behavior until they are in situations similar to those of a person in 

distress. 
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3.3. PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA OF SAMPLE C 

The name of Sample C is Nauvan Sani Prabowo or Nauvan. In the 

following, Nauvan named as Child C and his mother is Mother C. When the 

observation was conducted, he was 3.0 years old. 

Background or the Recording. There are seven recordings in the 

observation conducted to Child C. The number of the recordings do not influence 

the result of the observation. 

The recordings are conducted in a simple colloquial and naturalistic 

observation. Mother C is always present when the observation was conducted. 

Mother C elicits Child C to answer each question or respond every other person's 

statement addressed to him and I also ask Child C to make conversation during 

the recording. The conversation between Child C and other persons, except 

Mother C and I, is also recorded. 

Some of these recordings are conducted at the same time and some others 

are conducted in different time or day. The whole conversations are recorded in 

the same place, which is in Child C's house. 

3.3.1. PRESENTATION OF THE DATA OF SAMPLE C 

3.3.t.t. Child C's Language Function 

Child C's speech ability is quite advanced when the observation is 

first conducted. Child C is able to produce statements. The utterances he produced 
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begin longer as like adults. Based on the result of the recordings, Child C tends to 

give more statements than answer questions. 

During the observation, Child C produces many kinds of 

utterances. These kinds of Child C's utterances are named language function. 

Regarding Child C's utterances and their language functions will be mentioned 

and clarified in the following tables. The clarifications are divided into seven 

based on the number of the recording. It is necessary to know that the entirety 

utterances and their language functions are appropriate with the situation 

occurring in each recording. 

r' recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child C, Mother C and I. From 

this recording, it is known that Child C is able to answer questions, give 

statement, give commands, offer, request and say gratitude. Child C's utterances 

and their language functions are shown in the following table: 

Table C.LFl. Child C's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child C's Utterances Lan a e Function 
answering question. giving 
statement 

offering, giving statement 

estion 
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have donut? 
tima kasih (Indonesian: terima kasih: En lish: thank vou) savin titude 

2nd recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child C, Mother C, Yayuk 

(the servant) and I. From this recording, it is known that Child C is able to give 

statement, offer, answer questions, request, give commands, convey agreement, 

convey disagreement, giving permission and prohibiting. Child C's utterances and 

their language functions are shown in the following table: 

Table C.LF2. Child C's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child C's Utterances Lan ua e Function 
mbak aku punya pelmen + mbak eta mau pelmen? (English: giving statement, offering 
sister, I have candies+would you like to have some?) 
• elmen= rmen= candv 
pelmen cokat + aku juga punya pelmen jeluk (Indonesian: answering question, giving 
permen coklat+aku juga punya permen jeruk; English: statement 
chocolate+ I also have the oran e one) 

aku punya hepon + ma heponku mana? (English: I have giving statement, requesting 
handphone+mommy, where is my handphone?) 
•he n= a hand hone (tov) 
ma ambiin beponku (Indonesian: ma ambilkan handphoneku; giving command 
En lish: momm , et me m hand hone) 
mbak yuk heponku mana? + ambiin heponku (English: mbak requesting, giving command 
yuk, where is my handphone?+get me my handphone) 
.,,,bak = Child C's servant 

iya + heponku wananya bilu (English: yes+my handphone is 
blue) 

answering 
statement 

ment 

question, giving 

answering question, giving 
statement 
answering question, gmng 
statement, giving command 

conveying agreement 
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iya + yang mbelikan mama (English: yes+my mommy buys conveying agreement. giving 
me) statement 
di tene •to= Tuniunxan Plaza= a plaza in Surabava answerine. auestion 
nggak boeh + aku mau main pitol-pitolan (Indonesian: nggak prohibiting. giving statement 
boleh+aku mau main pitol-pitolan; English: no, you may 
not+/ will plav with mv RUn) 

3rd recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child C, Mother C, Yayuk 

(the servant) and I. From this recording, it is known that Child C is able to give 

statement, say gratitude, answer questions, offer, give prohibition and give 

commands. Child C's utterances and their language functions are shown in the 

following table: 

Table C.LFJ. Child C's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child C's Utterances Lan2ua2e Function 
mbak eta bajuku balu (Indonesian: mbak eta bajuku baru; giving statement 
Enxush: mbak eta, this is mv new clothes) 
iva (En2lish: ws) givine. statement 
tima kasih Ondonesian: terima kasih; En2lish: thank vou) sa'ine; 1rn1titude 
mama+ bell di bali (English: mommy+ she buys it in bali) answering question, giving 

statement 
mbak eta ini kuenva fEnfllish: mbak eta, here is the cake) offerina 
aku juga makan + mbak eta bukain kecasnya (Indonesian: aku giving statement. giving 
juga makan+mbak eta bukain kertasnya; English: I also eat command 
il+mbak eta, rMe/it) 
ini + aku ambil lafli fEnfl/ish: here ii is+/ J?el ii more) itivine. statement 
nggak cokop + mbak eta sudah besal + bajunya besal prohibiting 
(Indonesian: nggak cukup+mbak eta sudah besar+bajunya 
besar; English: ii is not suit to you+mbak eta is big 
already+vour clothes should be lar2e) 
iya fEnglish: ws) answering auestion 

.fh recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child C, Mother C, and I. 

From this recording, it is known that Child C is able to give statement, answer 
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questions, give permission and convey agreement. Child C's utterances and their 

language functions are shown in the following table: 

Table C.LF4. Child C's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child C's Utterances Laneuaee Function 
mbak eta aku punya sepeda + sepedaku balu (Indonesian: mbak giving statement 
eta aku punya sepeda+sepedaku baru; English: mbak eta, I 
have a bicycle+mv bicycle is new) 
mama + aku mau palkil sepedaku + palkil sini (Indonesian: answering question. gi\ing 
mama+aku mau parkir sepedaku+parkir sini; English: statement 
mommv+I will oark mv bicvcle+oark it in here) 
iya + tapi nggak boeh dibawa puJang (Indonesian: iya+tapi giving penmss1on, giving 
nggak boleh dibawa pulang; English: yes, you may+but, do statement 
not take it home) 
nanti aku nggak bisa sepedaan (English: I cannot play with my answering question 
bicvcle later) 
iva rEnRlish: ves) answerine: auestion 

5th recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child C, Mother C, Sarah 

(Child C's sister) and I. From this recording, it is known that Child C is able to 

answer questions, give statement, say gratitude, give commands and give 

prohibition. Child C's utterances and their language functions are shown in the 

following table: 

Table C.LFS. Child C's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child C's Utterances Lan ua e Function 
answering question. gil'ing 
statement 

giving command, giving 
statement · 
answering question. givmg 
statement. giving command 

giving statement 

answerin 
answerin 
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pulerin kaset sherina; English: no+mommy, play the sherina 's command 
cassette) 
nggak boeh + aku mau nyanyi selina (English: no, you m~ prohibiting. giving statement 
not+/ will sing sherina 's son2s) 

6'h recording 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child C, Mother C, and I. 

From this recording, it is known that Child C is able to answer questions, request, 

say gratitude, ask questions, give statement and give permission. Child C's 

utterances and their language functions are shown in the following table: 

Table C.LF6. Child C's Utterances and their Language Function 

Child C's Utterances 
i a fish: ves) 
aku minta pelmennya (Indonesian: aku minta permennya; 
En lish: I want the candies 
tima kasih + ini pelmen cokat ya? (Indonesian: terima 
kasih+ini permen coklal ya?; English: thank you+is this a 
chocolate can ?) 

mbak eta aku punya jip balu (Indonesian: mbak eta aku punya 
jip baru; English: mbak eta, I have a new jeep} 
•·; = ·ee =akindo acarto 
iya + beli di tepe (English: yes+/ buy ii in TP) 
*le = TP= Tun ·un an Plaza= a laza in Surabava 
ini + wananya ijo + ada yang putih (Indonesian: ini+wamanya 
hijau+ada yang pulih; English: here ii is+ils colour is 

een+here is the while one) 
iya boeh + aku yang wana ijo (Indonesian: iya boleh+aku yang 
wama hi"au; En lish: es, u mav+lwill have the een one) 

7'1' recording 

53)-ing gratitude, asking 
question 

statement 
giving statement 

giving statement 

giving statement 

giving 

'ssion 

This recording contains the conversation involving Child C, Mother C, and I. 

~ 
From this recording, it is known that Child C is able to give statemen~~s\ve~ 
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questions, offer and give commands. Child C's utterances and their language 

functions are shown in the following table: 

Table C.LF7. Child C's Utterances and their Language Function 

Lan ua e Function 
giving statement 

answering question, giving 
statement 

giving statement 

Concerning Child C's recording and his entire language functions, it can be 

mentioned and clarified that: 

• Requesting is expressed if Child C wants something. 

• Giving command is expressed if Child C wants other persons to do something. 

• Asking question is expressed if Child C needs an answer or information about 

something that he does not know and sometimes only to make sure about 

something he knows. 

• Offering is expressed if Child C wants other persons to have something he 

owns. 

• Giving permission is expressed if Child C permits other persons to borrow 

something he owns .. 

• Prohibiting is expressed if Child C prohibits other persons to borrow 

something. 
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• Saying gratitude is expressed if Child C receives something or praise from 

other persons. 

• Answering question is expressed if Child C has to answer of questions 

addressed to him. 

• Giving statement is expressed if Child C wishes to give information about 

something he knows or owns. 

• Conveying agreement is expressed if Child C agrees with what his interlocutor 

has said. 

• Conveying disagreement is expressed if Child C disagrees with what his 

interlocutor has said. 

3.3.1.2. Child C's Utterance Form 

Child C is able to provide utterances, which are relevant to the 

utterance form. The following presentation clarifies the utterance form of Child 

C's utterances, which are related to impossitive, commisive, expressive, and 

assertive. 

lmpossitive. I notice that Child C is able to produce impossitive 

utterances. Based on the result of the observation, I find that Child C produces the 

utterances, which are included within impossitive utterance form as shown on the 

table below. 
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Table C.UFl. Child C's lmpossitive Utterance Form 

Utterance Language Utterance Language 
Function Function 

mana donatnya? requesting nggak cokop + prohibiting 
mbak eta sudah 
besal+baiunva besal 

ma heponku mana? requesting mbak yuk aku ambiin giving command 
sendok 

ma ambiin heponku giving command mbak yuk aku minta giving command 
gel as 

mbak yuk heponku requesting ma putelin kaset giving command 
mana? selina 
ambiin heponku giving command nggak boeh+aku mau prohibiting 

nvanvi selina 
mbak yuk ambiin giving command aku minta requesting 
oistolku celmennva 
nggak boeh+ aku mau prohibiting ma bukain pisangnya giving command 
main oitol·oitolan 
mbak eta bukain giving command bukain pisangnya giving command 
ketasnva 

• From the table, it is known that Child C's impossitive utterance fonn consists 

of requesting, giving commands, and prohibiting. 

• Child C requests to other persons if he wants something. 

• Child C gives commands when he really intends other persons to do 

something. 

• Child C gives prohibition when he does not permit other persons to borrow 

something from him. These following conversations are Child C's impossitive 

utterances in prohibiting: 

a. I (researcher) 
ChildC 

b. I (researcher) 
ChildC 

c. I (researcher) 
ChildC 

: mbak erta ho/eh pinjam pistolnya? 
: nggak boeh + aku mau main pistol-pistolan 
: dik + mhak erta pinjam bajunya yang baru itu ho/eh nggak? 
: nggak cokop + mhak eta sudah besa/ + hajunya besa/ 
: mhak erta mau pinjam kaset sherinanya holeh? 
: nggak boeh + aku mau nyanyi selina 
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In prohibiting, Child C seems having the reason why he prohibits other 

persons to borow something from him, such as in the conversation (a) and (c). 

And sometimes Child C begins to produce inderect utterances in prohibiting, 

such as in the conversation (b}. 

Commisive. I notice during the observation that Child C is able to 

produce commisive utterances. Based on the result of the observation, I find that 

Child C produces the utterances, which are included within commisive utterance 

form as shown on the table below. 

Table C.UF2. Child C's Commisive Utterance Form 

Utterance Language Utterance Language 
Function Function 

avo sini masuk inviting mbak eta ini kuenva offering 
mbak eta mau minum offering iya+tapi nggak boeh giving permission 
siluo? dibawa nulamz 
mbak eta mau donat? offering iya boeh+aku yang giving permission 

wanaiio 
mbak eta mau offering iya giving permission 
oelmen? 
iya boeh Jtiving nennission mauoisang? offering 

• From the table, it is known that Child C's commisive utterance form consists 

of inviting, offering, and giving permission. 

• In Child C's recording there is one utterance, which is included within 

inviting. This kind of utterance proves that Child C is able to invite. 

• Child C offers something when he really intends to offer something to other 

persons. In this part, Mother C elicits Child C to produce this language 

function. But sometimes, Child C is able to offer something spontaneously 
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without elicitation. These following conversations are the examples of Child 

C's commisive utterances with and without elicitation: 

With elicitation 

a. Mother C 
Child C 

b. MotherC 

ChildC 
c. MotherC 

Child C 

: mbak erta nggak ditawari? + kok donatnya dimakan sendiri 
: mbak eta mau donat? 
: nauvan khan punya kue dari bali + itu /ho dik yang bungkusnya 
putih + diambil gih + mbak erta diberi 
: (taking the cake and offering to I) mbak eta ini kuenya 
: Iha mana pisangnya? + mbak erta kok nggak ditawari dik? + 
Iha kok cuma dipameri punya pisang + diambil gih pisangnya + 
mbak erta diberi 
: (taking bananas on a table) mau pisang? 

Without elicitation 

a. ChildC 

b. ChildC 

: mbak eta mau minum silup? + aku punya silup banyak + aku 
beli silup + yang mbelikan mama 
: mbak eta aku punya pelmen + mbak eta mau pelmen? 

• Child C gives permission when he does permit other persons to borrow 

something from him. These following conversations are Child C's commisive 

utterances in giving permission: 

a. I (researcher) 
ChildC 

b. I (researcher) 
ChildC 

c. I (researcher) 
ChildC 

d. I (researcher) 
ChildC 

Expressive. 

: mbak erta boleh pinjam handphonenya? 
: iyaboeh 
: sepedanya dipinjam mbak erta ya? + boleh nggak? 
: iya + tapi nggak boeh dibawa pulang 
: nauvan punya jip dua ya?+ pinjam satu boleh? 
: iya boeh + aku yang wana ijo 
: mbak erta pinjam yang wama putih ya? 
: iya 

I notice that Child C is able to produce expressive 

utterances. Based on the result of the observation, I find that Child C produces the 

utterances, which are included within expressive utterance form as shown on the 

table below. 
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Table C.UF3. Child C's Expressive Utterance Form 

Utterance Lan211a2e Function 
tima kasih savin2 lll'3titude 

• From the table, it is known that Child C's expressive utterance form consists 

only of saying gratitude. 

• Child C says gratitude when he receives something and praise from other 

persons. The recording proves that in producing this expressive utterance, 

Child C is still completely dependent on elicitation from Mother C. The 

following conversations are the examples of Child C's expressive utterances 

with elicitation: 

With elicitation 

• Child C receives something 

a. Mother C : tadi sudah bilang terlma kasih apa be/um sama mbak? + bilang 
gimana dik khan sudah diberl donat? 

Child C : tima kasih 
b. I (researcher) : nauvan mau bakmie goreng? + ini mbak erta bawa balanie 

Child C 
MotherC 
ChildC 

c. MotherC 
Child c 

goreng 
: mau + aku suka mi goeng 
: terima kasih mbak erta 
: tima kasih 
: itu /ho dik diberi permen sama mbak erta + terima kasih mbak 
: tima kasih + ini pelmen cokat ya? 

• Child C receives praise 

a. Child C : mbak eta bajuku balu 
I (researcher) : wah bagumya bajunya 
Child C : iya 
Mother C : kok iya to dik + terlma kasih mbak + gitu /ho 
Child C : tima kasih 

I 
I 
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Assertive. I notice that Child C is able to produce assertive utterances. 

Based on the result of the observation, I find that Child C produces the utterances, 

which are included within assertive utterance fonn as shown on the table below. 

Table C.UF4. Child C's Assertive Utterance Form 

Utterance Language Utterance Language 
Function Function 

aku punya silup giving statement aku juga makan gi\ing statement 
banyak + aku bell 
silup+yang mbelikan 
mama 
ivamau answerin2 auestion ini+aku ambil Jalti giving statement 
iyaenak answering question mbak eta aku punya giving statement 

seneda+senedaku balu 
mbak eta aku punya gi\ing statement mama+aku mau palkil giving statement 
nelmen senedaku + oalkil sini 
pelmen cokat answering question nanti aku nggak bisa giving statement 

seoedaan 
aku juga punya giving statement mau+aku suka mi giving statement 
oelmen jeluk goeng 
iya+ini pelmennya answering question aku mau makan giving statement 

sendili 
aku punya bepon giving statement iya+tapi pedes+aku giving statement 

mauminum 
inibeponku giving statement minunmya aku ambil giving statement 

sendili 
iya+heponku wananya giving statement aku punya kaset selit1a giving statement 
bilu 
iva convevine al!l'eement iva answerine auestion 
iya+aku tepon mas giving statement nggak answering question 
iham 
iya+sama beponnya giving statement pelmennya enak giving statement 
masibam 
ijo+aku punya pistol giving statement mbak eta aku punya giving statement 

jip balu 
iva+ aku ambil sendili conveying ameement iva+beli di teDe eivine: statement 
iya+yang mbelikan conveying agreement ini+wananya ijo + ada giving statement 
mama van2 mitih 
di teDe answering auestion aku ke jombang givine statement 
mbak eta baiuku balu 2ivin2 statement aku ambil Disane eivine: statement 
mama+beli di tepe ~ering question aku punya pisang giving statement 

besal-besal 
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• From the table, it is known that Child C's assertive utterance form consists of 

answering questions, giving statement, and conveying agreement. 

• The entirety Child C's answers depend on his interlocutor's questions. This 

case proves that Child C is fully able in answering question. 

• Child C gives statement if he wants to show something and tell something. 

Based on the observation, Child C seems to have a large number in giving 

statement. Considering this fact, Child C is completely able to give statement. 

• Child C conveys agreement when he does agree with what his interlocutor has 

said. Here are Child C's utterances in conveying agreement: 

a. I (researcher) 
ChildC 

b. I (researcher) 
ChildC 

c. MotherC 
ChildC 

d. I (researcher) 
Child C 

: handphonenya nauvan warnanya biro ya? 
: iya + heponku wananya bilu 
: handphonenya nauvan bagus ya dik? 
: iya 
: ambil sendiri /ho + kok suroh orang teros 
: iya + a/cu ambil sendili 
: waduh pistolnya wama merah + pistolnya nauvan bagus ya 
: iya + yang mbelikan mama 

3.3.2. ANALYSIS OF mE DATA OF SAMPLE C 

3.3.2.1. The Politeness Principle 

Child C's utterances seem quite advanced when the observation is 

conducted. His utterances have many functions, meanings, and forms. The 

following analysis concerns to Child C's politeness principle dealing with tact 

maxim, generosity maxim, approbation maxim, modesty maxim, agreement 

maxim, and sympathy maxim. 
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Tact Maxim. Tact is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in impossitive and 

commisive form. The theory of Tact Maxim states that people tend to minimize 

cost to other or maximizes benefit to other. This theory emphasizes on other 

(other persons). Based on the result of the observation, I find that impossitive and 

commisive utterances exist in the conversation of Child C. 

Next are the examples of Child C's impossitive utterances: 

1. ma ambiin heponku (Indonesian: ma ambilkan handphoneku; English: mommy, get me my 

handphone) 

2. ma bukain pisangnya (English: mommy, peel the banana) 

• In conversation (1), Child C gives command Mother C to get him the handphone toy. 

• In conversation (2), Child C gives command Mother C to peel the bananas. 

From both utterances, it can be seen that Child C expects other persons to do 

something for his own benefit or incur cost to other persons. This fact shows that 

Child C is not able to minimize cost to other or maximize benefit to other, which 

is expected in Tact Maxim. So, it means that Child C is devoid of tact. 

Different from those impossitive utterances above, Child C's commisive 

utterances are not included within Tact Maxim, because his commisive utterances 

emphasize on self (Child C himself) to do the action. Whereas, Tact Maxim's 

theory emphasizes on other (other persons) to do the action. 

Generosity Maxim. Generosity is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in 

impossitive and commisive form. The theory of Generosity Maxim states that 

people tend to minimize benefit to self or maximize cost to self. This theory 

emphasizes on self (Child C himself). Based on the result of the observation, I 
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find that impossitive and commisive utterances exist in the conversation of Child 

c. 

Next are the examples of Child C's commisive utterances: 

1. Mother C : Iha mana pisangnya? + mbak erta kok nggak ditawari dik? +Iha kok 
cuma dipameri punya pisang + diambil gih pisangnya + mbak erta diberi 

Child C : (taking bananas on a table) mau pisang? 

2. mbak eta mau minum silup? 

• In conversation (I), Child Coffers the bananas to I (researcher). 

• In conversation (2), Child Coffers syrup (a kind of beverage) to I (researcher). 

In offering something to other persons, Child C is able to produce it by himself 

but sometimes-Mother C still elicits him to make it. The given utterances indicate 

that Child Coffers something to I (other persons). This fact shows that Child C is 

able to minimize benefit to self or maximize cost to self, which is expected in 

Generosity Maxim. So, it means that Child C is generous. 

Different from those commisive utterances above, Child C's impossitive 

utterances are not included within Generosity Maxim, because his impossitive 

utterances emphasize on other (other persons) to do the action. Whereas, 

Generosity Maxim's theory emphasizes on self(Child C himself) to do the action. 

Approbation Maxim. Approbation is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in 

expressive and assertive form. The theory of Approbation Maxim states that 

people tend to minimize dispraise of other or maximize praise of other. This 

theory emphasizes on other (other persons). Based on the result of the 
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observation, I find that expressive and assertive utterances exist m the 

conversation of Child C. 

Next are the examples of Child C's expressive utterances: 

l. Mother C : itu /ho dik diberi permen soma mbak erta + terima kasih mbak 
Child C : tima kasih + ini pelmen cokat ya? 

2. Child C : mbak eta bajuku balu 
I (researcher) : wah bagusnya bajunya 
Child C : iya 
Mother C : kok iya to dik + terima kasih mbak + gitu /ho 
Child C : tima kasih 

• In conversation (I), Mother C elicits Child C to say gratitude when I (researcher) 

gave him candies. 

• In conversation (2), Mother C elicits Child C to say gratitude when I (researcher) 

gave him praise of his new clothing. 

The above conversations show that in producing expressive utterance, Mother C 

elicits Child C to produce it. Concerning this fact, Child C is not able to produce 

expressive utterance by himself. Child C is still dependent on elicitation to 

produce expressive utterance~ maybe he has known yet when to use the expressive 

utterance. 

That expressive utterance indicates a gratitude feeling of Child C 

addressed to I (other persons). This fact indicates that Child C is able to minimize 

dispraise of other or maximize praise of other, which is expected in Approbation 

Maxim. So, it means that truthfully Child C is able in approbation when he 

receives something from other persons although he is still dependent on elicitation 

from Mother C (his mother). 
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The findings in the recording show that there are no Child C's assertive 

utterances included in Approbation Maxim. So, in Approbation Maxim only Child 

C's expressive utterances exist. 

Modesty Maxim. Modesty is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in 

expressive and assertive form. The theory of Modesty Maxim states that people 

tend to minimize praise of self or maximize dispraise of self. This theory 

emphasizes on self (Child C himself). Based on the result of the observation, I 

find that expressive and assertive exist in the conversation of Child C. 

The findings in the recording show that Child C does not produce 

utterances, which are expressed to minimize praise of self or maximize dispraise 

of self. It means that Child C's expressive and assertive utterances are not 

included in Modesty Maxim. 

Agreement MaJ:im. Agreement is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in 

assertive form. The theory of Agreement Maxim states that people tend to 

minimize disagreement between self and other or maximize agreement between 

self and other. Based on the result of the observation, I find that assertive 

utterance exists in the conversation of Child C. 

From the findings of the data, Child C's assertive utterances, which 

included in Agreement Maxim are conveying agreement. For the detail 

clarification, let us notice the following conversations: 
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1. I (researcher) : handphonenya nauvan warnanya biru ya? 
Child C : iya + heponku wananya bilu 

2. Mother C : ambil sendiri /ho + kok suruh orang terus 
Child C : iya + aku ambil sendili 

• In conversation (1 ), Child C agrees with I (researcher) by uttering /iya + heponku 

wananya bilu/ when I said /handphonenya nauvan wamanya biru ya?/. 

• In conversation (2), Child C agrees with Mother C by uttering /iya + aku ambil 

sendili/ when she said /ambil sendiri Ibo + kok suruh orang terus/. 

Those examples above show that Child C agrees with what his interlocutors have 

said. In this fact, Child C's utterances in conveying agreement suit to the theory of 

Agreement Maxim. In accordance with the theory, if Child C conveys agreement, 

it means that he has already been able to minimize disagreement between he 

himself and other persons or maximize agreement between he himself and other 

persons. 

Sympathy Maxim. Sympathy is a kind of maxim, which is uttered in 

assertive utterance form. The theory of Sympathy Maxim states that people tend 

to minimize antipathy between self and other or maximize sympathy between self 

and other. 

Based on the result of the observation, I find that assertive utterance exists 

in the conversation of Child C. But there are no Child C's assertive utterances 

pro~in~ .that he is able in minimizing antipathy. between self ~nd other .0 
maxtm1zmg sympathy between self and other. During the observation, I dc6fot "' 

~/~·, ··,.-·\ 
find any Child C's congratulations or condolences to express hiss ~~_his'. ·y···~~~\: 

~~J / .. ,-J' , 

;<.)}) ~ ~/. .. ;,,) ·"'"/ 
\\y.,_~·.) ~// 

... ·. ... / 
,.~ .... -
'\ .... / 
\\ 
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fact suits to Hurlock's explanation that says that young children are incapable of 

sympathetic behavior until they are in situations similar to those of a person in 

distress. 
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